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The Birth of a Maritime Village
The opening of the railway to Sale in 1878 provided access to the abundance of fish in the Gippsland Lakes for
the Melbourne market. Fishermen flocked to the Lakes to take advantage of the opportunities offered,
bringing their boats and equipment and establishing fishermen's camps in locations around the Lakes and
soon nearly sixty men were camped in what was to become Paynesville.

The steamer Tanjil passed through the McMillan Straits on its regular journey to and from Sale and collected
the baskets of fish for their journey to Melbourne. The fishing station grew as men from far and wide arrived
due to the central and convenient location. The town was then named "Paynesville" as acknowledgement of
the assistance of Colonies Fishery Officer Captain C B Payne. In a very short time the township grew to have
three hotels and several stores, with the main occupation of fishing and soon also became a pleasure resort
for visitors.
Ship building commenced and regattas were being run regularly, with each of these activities leaving a strong
mark and still visible in today's rich maritime heritage of the town. The Paynesville Slipyard has been
established for over 140 years and built and serviced some of the well‐known steamers and continues to
operate, now as the government slipyard managed by Gippsland Ports.
Paynesville remains to this day an important hub for recreational boating and tourism on the Gippsland Lakes.

Paynesville Maritime Museum
Paynesville Maritime Museum is dedicated to researching, recording and retelling the maritime heritage of
the village and surrounding area of Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria, Australia to offer a glimpse
of the maritime past of our town.
It operates a small museum display which tells the story of maritime Paynesville with photographs, artefacts
of the time and representations and has been the recipient of many kind donations of equipment,
memorabilia etc from local families. The museum is open on the second Sunday each month from 8.30 to
12.30 in conjunction with the Lions Club town market which makes for a full morning of activity.
The museum also has an enthusiastic group of researchers who are using modern technologies to find and
store the stories of the past, many of which find a place in The PMM Journal.
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Welcome to Issue 7 of The PMM Journal.
Paynesville Maritime Museum is dedicated to researching, recording and retelling the maritime
heritage of the village and surrounding area of Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria,
Australia. The PMM Journal is an important means of disseminating and making available for the
future the stories of maritime Paynesville that might otherwise never be recognised.
Please let us know your comments and preferences for The PMM Journal as only with your input can
we develop the Journal as a truly representative publication. We welcome comments and
suggestions to make our publication better enquire@pmm.org.au
In compiling The PMM Journal we strive to provide a balance of the various facets that made up life
in maritime Paynesville's history as both stories for reading and enjoying and as a long‐term history
book.
Read and enjoy

Rob Cook ‐ Editor

CONTENTS of Issue 7:











The Early History of Fishing at Paynesville: In 1937 Jock Carstairs set down his memories of
the arrival of the commercial fishermen to the Gippsland Lakes and the settling at
Paynesville.
The Firepot: Recently PMM built a replica firepot as used by fishermen to cook food and
keep warm, it is recorded here.
W R (Willie) Hamilton: Bill Black records the story of Paynesville's reclusive artist, whose
works deserve wider recognition. Samples of his work are included.
Ladies of the Lake: Nancy Fowkes continues her series of social history studies of how life
was in the fishing village in the 1950s and 60s.
The Paynesville Flounder Punt: Ever resourceful, the residents of Paynesville used surplus
WW2 aircraft tanks to build their fishing floats.
Chinese Fishers and Fish Curers in the Gippsland Lakes: David Harris is back and has looked
into the subject of fishing at Metung by the Chinese in his usual thorough way.
The Ford Model‐T as a Marine Motor: Sometimes regarded as mythological, the making of a
two cylinder marine engine by cutting a Model‐T engine in half has been validated and with a
surprise justification.
A Cruise on the Gippsland Lakes: In 1958 Fred Raven took his young family for memorable
cruise on the Lakes and wrote about it for Seacraft magazine.
Christian Gronheit: Every town needs a "shaker and maker" and Gronheit filled the role in
Paynesville as a fisherman, boat builder, carpenter, developer of the iceworks and proponent
for the local fishing industry.
1954 Gold Cup to Hornet: The story of close racing in the 1954 Regatta for the Archibald Gold
Cup, a trophy which PMM holds in trust and has on display along with other speedboat trophies of
the era.




Faces and Places: Where we catch up on information arising from earlier Issues of The PMM
Journal.
List of contents Issues 1 to 7.
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The Early History of Fishing at Paynesville
by Jock Carstairs
edited by Rob Cook and Jan Davis
Introduction: In 1937 Jock Carstairs, the son of Paynesville's "founding father" William Carstairs, set down
his memories of the events leading up to the founding of Paynesville and the fishing activities at that time.
This article has been prepared from a copy of those notes held by the Australian National Library and has
been modified only to bring it into the modern idiom in a way that we envisage the original author would
have wanted.
Whilst the original writings cover many more pages of interesting information, we have mainly taken the
pages relating to Paynesville. For anyone looking for history relating to Lakes Entrance and the coastal
fishing we commend the complete document. (ANL Manuscript Reference No.: MS 1127).

Jock Carstairs.
In the year 1878 my father, after rigging mesh nets (4" perch and 3" mullet nets) in preparation to
fish in the Gippsland Lakes and on the completion of the Gippsland Railway between Sale and
Oakleigh in 1878, left Westernport in June 1878 in the SS Rosedale (Capt Patrick) with his two fishing
boats John and Excel.
After arriving off Gippsland Lakes (the old Entrance) my father with his
two mates, Jack Olsen and Billy Fox, sailed the two boats over the bar, as
the bar was too shallow for the SS Rosedale to enter. They sailed up Lake
Victoria and made the (McLennan) Straits their camp, afterwards called
Holland's Landing, commenced fishing and boating their fish through
Lake Wellington to Marley Point or Clydebank as it is called and then
carted to the Sale Railway Station. The venture proved successful with
plenty of fish and good prices, often getting 30/‐ per basket for them.
After a few weeks fishermen came to the Lakes from almost every
fishing centre in Victoria. I will give some of the names Tom Mentiplay,
Ben Lewis, Charlie Romeo, Davey Reid, Dave Carstairs (my Uncle) Tommy
Robinson, Jack Ray and sons, John Brown and son, Jack
William Carstairs
Paterson, Davey Duffy, Lowry and sons, Jardy Daniels, Harry Bird and son,
Tom Clancy, Fred Palmer and many others who pioneered the fishing industry in the Gippsland
Lakes. There are now a great number of descendants about the Lakes of the above gentlemen.
About this time the PS Tanjil (original) started
to run from Bairnsdale to Sale and the
fishermen sent their fish by steamer to the old
Latrobe Wharf (there being no canal to Sale in
those days) and the fish were carted 3 miles to
Sale Railway Station. The carters were Bob and
George Page, Charlie Palmer, Croskell Ritchie
and Co. At the time it cost over 4/6 to land a
basket of fish (30 lbs) in Melbourne.
Towards the end of 1878, we as a family
(myself being ten years of age) with my mother
came to the Lakes and lived at Tommie's Creek,
Mr Stephen Holland having built a bark hut for us.

The Carstairs Camp, 1878 at Holland's Landing
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In the beginning of 1879 most
of the fishermen began to
shift to Toonalook, later
called Paynesville, and so my
father and our family came to
Toonalook to live.
Mr W Mentiplay (afterwards
Mentiplay
and
Sons
herbalists), he being at that
time a fish salesman in the
market having lengthened a
fishing boat the Sarah, put a
boiler and an engine in (she
being 35' in length) and sent
The fishing station at Raymond Island (Paynesville) 1879
her to the Lakes to carry fish
from Paynesville to Sale, doing the run daily 4 days a week. The late Capt. Neilson, master, and Alex
Murray as engineer brought her from Melbourne to the Lakes and afterwards ran on the Lakes.
At that time it was all set nets and mostly Perch and Mullet, 3" Mullet nets, nothing under 3" mesh
nets were used. At that time in the winter, floating Mullet nets were used, the Mullet being on the
surface and it was a common thing to drift a couple of miles while hanging onto the nets at night, as
a rule two lifts of net at night. The Perch nets as a rule were cast and left till the next day, sometimes
most of the fish were in the middle of the lakes at others along the banks in about 8 to 10' of water.
Now for Paynesville.
The village began to grow to some importance and at a public meeting the name was changed from
Toonalook or Raymond Island to Paynesville.
Miss Annie Digney opened a private school to which my brothers and sisters and I attended and our
teacher was loved by all the children. Afterwards the State School was opened with Mr John
McKinley being the first teacher and a fine teacher he was. Strange to say, there were closed waters
on the Lakes and in those days two inspectors lived in Paynesville at that time, Mr Longford and Mr
Shanahan.
In 1880 there were three hotels and two stores in Paynesville. Mr Lindemann, Pier Hotel, Mr S Day,
Paynesville Hotel, and Mrs Tucker, Cricket Club Hotel, The names of some of the old settlers that
were there when the fishermen settled there, Mr J B Rashleigh, Mr Hoddinott, Tom Roberts, Mr
James and Mr Tucker.
The Fishing
The difficulty in the transport there being no ice and the fish did not carry well, a number of
fishermen used to leave in the summer time for their home ports. I have known as many as 400
baskets of fish condemned in one week during the hot weather, and the freight had to be paid, at
times two men would be £20 in debt for their weeks work. So they wanted and did get good money
in the winter time.
About 1881, I being 13 years of age started to work with my father with the mesh net using 25 four
leaf nets (Mullet) and about twenty Perch nets during the day. So as a boy I had a hard time of it, it
was very cold at night in the winter the water being almost freezing.
About this time (1881) the seining started in the summer time, the nets being only 100 to 140
fathom long, generally two men sometimes three in a crew. In the main lakes (Victoria and King)
they used to haul at night all along the shores, excepting the snaggy places, there were plenty of
snags in the Tambo Bight and the mouths of the rivers, strange to say they never got very large
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hauls, but got a few baskets anywhere, some places more than others, the waters being fresh, the
fish were scattered all over the lakes.
About this time the seine nets struck the Bream in large quantities in the Back Lake, the clearer
water, and a little more salt, being the reasons in my opinion of the Bream gathering there. Shortly
they got into the Bream in the North Arm. As many as 1000 baskets of Bream taken from the big
bight in one day. In the early days about this time we had a few very dry seasons and the lake grass
which was abundant started to rot and, the old Entrance being very shallow, the water up the lakes
became very stagnant, and the lakes became full of rotten green sediment. Looking over the lakes on
a very fine day was like looking over a green field. It was very poisonous and a fisherman named
Charlie O'Neil fell in and swallowed some water and afterwards died of poisoning. It was almost
impossible to use nets, the fish would not mesh and it was a job to haul the seine nets, it being with
difficulty to get the nets into the boats and they were that heavy the boats could hardly carry the
nets. The fishing in consequence became very poor, it even killed tons of fish, many being washed up
on the beach dead and a great many floating about almost dead. I have seen a Kingfish washed up
dead.
After this having got a wet season the flood waters coming down the rivers cleaned the lakes out
again.
Shortly after this time they started to increase the length of the seines, until they had them up to
800 fathoms and then began the large haul of Bream and the destruction of the small Bream. The
fishermen not being to blame, as it was impossible to save the small fish from dying, and some
fishermen were more careless than others. In my opinion it was one of the worst things that ever
happened to the fishing in the Lakes in the authorities allowing us so long a nets to be worked. In my
opinion there would have been a better living for fishermen in the Gippsland Lakes for a long time.
So the fishing is suffering now for the past mistakes and it is time to see what can be done for the
advancement of the industry in the future.
There are many details of the Gippsland Lakes early fishing, humorous and sad, many fishermen in
the old days of the Lakes lost their lives. Most of the small boats were from 15' to 24', the latter
being considered large boats, and sailing about at night many lost their lives.
In the early days of the fishing in the lakes, about 1881, garfish, at first very small but some larger,
became very plentiful and most of the fishermen started to work on them and some large hauls
made at times up to 100 baskets being caught in one night by one boat but 20‐30 baskets caught in
one night was quite common.
There were also for a year or two a great quantity of Kingfish which were a nuisance to the light
mesh nets, giving plenty of mending. The seine netters getting a few of them, most of them breaking
through, being up to 70 lbs in weight.
In the old days all the Perch nets were made by hand and in every fisherman's home or hut there
was the net and needles, and in long nights in winter there was great rivalry to be the fastest netters.
Very fine silk was at that time used and was almost as fine as cobweb. Also fine crochet cotton was
used and all sorts of cotton; and the children going to school had so many rows to knit and at the
finish of each day had to finish off with a row of tanned cotton or thread so they could not cheat. My
own task was 80 rows per day and go to school. The nets were, as a rule, 24‐30 meshes deep and 90
fathoms in length off the lines, and for one person to make a net in a week was good work. Many the
growls were made to us children if we did uneven or made slip nots or stole meshes, that was taking
two meshes instead of one and the fine thread in the meshes used to hang together.
I had almost forgotten to mention the trouble the eels were in eating the fish and left behind bones
rolled up in the slack net and in knots and trying to undo them on a cold night and very often they
had to be put out over the thwart to be undone. Next day when they were dry, generally a hole
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chewed in the nets and chewed threadbare all around the hole. I may state the lakes were full of
eels, in Jones Bay and the North Arm in particular.
I may state in conclusion that
before the event of fishermen
coming from other parts and
sending fish to the Melbourne
market, there were a few
fishermen in the early days using a
few short mesh nets, catching
Poddy Mullet and selling them in
Bairnsdale and Sale. There were
Mr Christie, Tom Harris and one or
two others whom have all passed
away many years ago.

N Chevalier etching from 1864 of fishing in the McLennan Strait

Family Background (provided by Jan Davis)
John (known throughout his life as Jock) Carstairs was born in 1868 in Tyabb, Westernport, Victoria
and was the eldest child of William and Mary. He came to join his father, along with his mother and
siblings, towards the end of the year of 1878. At that point there were 4 other children, all born at
Westernport. After joining William on the Lakes a further 6 were born with birth certificates listing
Paynesville, Bairnsdale and Cunninghame as birthplaces.
The details for William Carstairs are – born August 1846 Cellardyke, Kilrenny. Fife. Scotland and lost
at sea in 1898 with a full load of salmon, on his boat the Excel. No trace was ever found other than
his hat which was found washed up on the beach near Cape Conran.
William’s parents John and Agnes Carstairs migrated to Australia around 1858 with children John,
Margaret, William and Cecilia. The birth of David (Jock’s uncle mentioned in his notes) was registered
in Victoria, a further son was born at sea and the youngest born in Victoria. As John senior was a
fisherman too, it seems they moved to Westernport some time after their arrival in Victoria. Their
eldest child (also John) died in Geelong in May 1858 so possibly that is where they disembarked.
Some of William’s siblings remained in the Westernport area but there are connections among them
with Paynesville and Cunninghame – with some of the next generation of children born in
Paynesville and others back at Hastings, so there were clearly fishing and family links. The most
obvious is the Mentiplay connection. William’s older sister Margaret married Thomas Mentiplay.
Their youngest of 11 children, Thomas Allan Mentiplay, was born in Paynesville in 1893 (the others in
Tyabb or Queenscliff). Thomas Mentiplay senior was the eldest son of the William Mentiplay
mentioned in Jock's notes. He too had come from the same fishing villages of Scotland as the
Carstairs, so perhaps they knew each other. William’s mother Agnes died at Paynesville in 1900 so
although the William Carstairs family had moved to Cunninghame, other Carstairs connections were
still based at Paynesville after the Lakes Entrance (Cunninghame) move.
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The Firepot
Rob Cook with Ross Gilsenan
Recently PMM constructed a replica firepot under the tutelage of retired fisherman Ross Gilsenan and the information
from that exercise is recorded here for posterity. Other fishermen may have used different details of design.

The firepot was used by Paynesville fishermen both for warmth and to cook/heat food and the
essential cuppa (cup of tea) as they would often be away from home for several days and nights as
they set, tended and hauled their nets. It had to be robust, effective and, above all, inexpensive.
The traditional firepot starts life as a 5‐gallon drum or similar (Titan nail drums were prized because
of the heavy gauge metal used) and the top is cut out using a hammer and cold chisel and then
hammering the resultants sharp edges down to avoid cuts. Just above where the insulating layer of
ash will be in the bottom of the firepot a triangular cut is made with the base horizontal. The two
sloping sides have the flange bent right back to give a rounded edge whilst the lower flange is bent
just past horizontal to provide a lip that helps prevent ash coming out and onto the toast.
Around the top of the drum a series of holes are punched to provide ventilation and somewhere for
the bars on which the pots sit when cooking. The drum is then ready for "firing" to burn away any
paint and nasties.
In the bottom of the firepot a layer about 4 inches (100 mm) thick of tamped down ash is placed.
Unlike sand which would get hot and be both fire hazard on the wooden floorboards and make it
difficult for the fisherman to pick up and shift the ash remains cool (and safe). Fuel for the fire is
wood with red gum being popular for its long burning characteristics and good heat. The bars atop
the firepot can support pots and the tea billy (often made from a jam tin as a single fisherman does
not need to boil a lot of water, saving valuable fuel). Some fishermen even had a small "rotisserie" to
turn a fish.
Meanwhile the triangular cut‐out in the side not only gave access to light the fire but somewhere to
cook the toast using the radiant heat that came without a flame that would otherwise burn the
bread.
The firepot was usually positioned on the floor beside the engine box but would, on occasion, be put
further forward to keep those
sleeping under the foredeck
warm or on top of the engine
box to either (or both) keep the
floor clear for fish or to keep the
crew warm. As far as is known
there were never any fires
despite the boats being petrol
powered (Note: this might not
be feasible these days with the
higher vaporisation rate and
flammability of modern petrol).
The PMM replica firepot and Ross Gilsenan's old tuckerbox
show how the fishermen fed and kept warm.
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The Art of W.R. (Willie) Hamilton
of Paynesville
Paynesville Maritime Museum has, for some years, been the holder of a set of crayon sketches made
by local recluse and artist W.R. Hamilton, known to his family as Willie.
On the following pages Bill Black, great nephew of Willie, tells his story and here we have a selection
of his local scenes, many of which are readily identified today.
PMM is working towards preserving and presenting the Willie Hamilton collection so that the people
of East Gippsland and Paynesville in particular can gain an insight into a previously unseen talent.
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W. R. (Willie) Hamilton
Bill Black
This fascinating insight into Willie Hamilton was previously published in the Gippsland Heritage Journal No. 28

William (Willie) Rutledge Hamilton, an artist with an extraordinary ability to
capture the character of people, drew and painted primarily for his own
pleasure. He is possibly best known to Gippsland readers for his illustrations
as 'Our own Artist, Mr R.W. Hamilton, Ensay' in The Gap, a publication of the
Bairnsdale School Inspectorate, from 1920 to 1927.1 At this time his nephews
and nieces were pupils at the Ensay North and Reedy Flat schools.
Willie was born on 8 September 1874, the eldest son of Thomas McKnight
Hamilton. Thomas Hamilton, at the age of sixteen, had come from Scotland
on the Argyle in 1841 to reside with his uncle Charles Hamilton MacKnight
at Dunmore near Port Fairy.2 He appears to have prospered. ln 1883,
Thomas Hamilton, in partnership with his bachelor cousin James
Hamilton Irvine, purchased Ensay Station and the Bogong High Plains
run.
Willie's mother, Martha, was the daughter of William Rutledge, the successful merchant of Belfast
(Port Fairy) and the owner of the Western District grazing property, Farnham Park.
Willie was educated at Warrnambool College and Melbourne Grammar School. On completing his
education he returned to work on the family property where it appears that he enjoyed the
privileged life of the son of a successful family. His mother, in particular, encouraged her children to
participate in a wide variety of cultural activities. His sisters Ruth, Mary Enid and Maimie were
correspondence students of John Mather, a Melbourne art teacher, in the l890s.3 Diaries kept by
Mary Enid and Maimie from 1899 to 1900 refer to music lessons, photography, painting, shooting
and horse riding.
Willie had a flair for sketching and drawing and in 1898 he enrolled in the Drawing School, National
Gallery of Victoria. Why he went to art school at this time is unclear but it may have been decided
that Willie should have the opportunity to pursue an alternate career as Ensay Station was at this
time facing an uncertain future. The Bogong High Plains run was reduced from 90,000 acres to 8,800
acres in 1887.6 James Irvine had died in 1896, leaving his share of the station to relatives in Scotland
and Thomas Hamilton had borrowed heavily to buy out his estate. Rabbits had begun to make
inroads into the station and the production had fallen to about half of what it was at its peak, when
there were about 60,000 sheep and 5,000 cattle.
Willie attended classes at the National Gallery School from 1898 to 1905. He was enrolled in the
School of Drawing from 1898 to 1900 and the School of Painting from 1901 to 1903, where he
studied under Frederick McCubbin. Family sources suggest that his father did not approve of the
bohemian ways of some of Willie's associates from the Painting School and that he withdrew his
financial support at the end of 1903. As a result, Willie had to fend for himself and could only afford
to enrol in the Drawing School where he continued as a student from 1904 to 1905.
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During his time at the National Gallery School, Willie was awarded a number of prizes. In 1900 he
won first prize (£5) for his drawing of an antique head from a cast and first prize (£10) for a drawing
of an anatomical figure from a cast. In 1902, in the painting and life school, he won second prize ‐ a
year's free tuition‐ for a drawing of a head from life. He also won first prize (£15) for his drawing of a
figure from life. The National Gallery has one work by Willie in the Victorian College of the Arts
Collection: a sheet of drawings of hands, completed while he was in the drawing school and a
common exercise for students at that time.
While at the National Gallery School he had several
sketches published in the Melbourne Arena and the
Sydney Bulletin. In 1905 he also had a series of post
cards published, possibly the most notable being a
football series, two of which have recently been
reproduced in a history of the Australian Football League
Willie also had an entry in the Yarra Sculptors' Society
exhibition of sculpture and painting in 1906, entitled '
The Fugitive'. He was an occasional contributor to The
Bulletin until 1932. His published work and work for sale
was simply signed W R H, but much of his work was
unsigned.
On Boxing Day, 1907, Willie's father died of a heart attack while sailing his yacht Flying Scud in the
Metung Regatta. He had been staying at the family's holiday home, 'Ilfracombe', set on nine acres at
Paynesville. After his father's death, Willie returned to Ensay and assisted his brothers in running the
station. One of his tasks was to keep the station books and he liberally illustrated them with
sketches.
By 1913 the banks had foreclosed on the Ensay Station and it was sold to Foster Brothers and
McCulloch 13. The price was sufficient to meet all debts but left little for the Hamilton family. Martha
Hamilton, her daughter Ruth, and sons Willie and Bob went to live at 'Ilfracombe', Paynesville. But
their links with Ensay were not severed. After the First World War, Ensay Station was subdivided for
soldier settlement and Willie's brother, Thomas Hamilton, who had served in the First World War,
gained the homestead lot. It remained in the family until 1951.
At Paynesville Willie was either unwilling or incapable of securing employment and appears to have
lived a frugal life. Often there was little
money for paint and he developed a
technique for using gum and bark from
wattle trees as a medium for his
painting. He also used watercolour,
crayon, pen and ink, and pencil. He
painted and drew on the back of unsold
postcards, odds and ends of paper and
amused himself illustrating books that
he read. The subjects for his paintings
were varied, with many being scenes
around Paynesville and Ensay and the
majority featuring people.
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Following his sister Ruth's death in 1942, Willie went to live in an elderly people's home in
Bairnsdale. He died on 20 October 1948 aged seventy‐four. He was unmarried.
I am Willie's great nephew and was only nine when he died. I have only hazy memories of Willie at
Paynesville and his small untidy 'studio', a small room enclosed on the veranda of ' Ilfracombe'. I
have a clearer memory, though, of when I was staying with my grandparents at Reedy Flat, via Ensay,
and of Willie taking me down to a wash‐away below the house to collect clay and making objects and
baking them in the coals of an open fire.
Willie painted and drew prolifically, and while his work has little monetary value, his talent is
appreciated by his many relatives who treasure the examples that they have. It is my privilege to
have in my possession a copy of Shakespeare illustrated by Willie, a self‐portrait, and several of his
small paintings and drawings, and one of his sketchbooks. I also have a collection of postcard sized
sketches and paintings that has been somewhat depleted by giving many of them to Willie's great,
great nieces.
NOTES
1 The Gap, a School Magazine Circulating in Elementary Schools of the Omeo Shire, 1920, p. 8.
2 Alexander Henderson, Henderson :s Australian Families: a Genealogical and Biographical Record, vol. 1, A
Henderson, Melbourne, 1941, p. 134.
3 A.and S. McCulloch, The Encyclopaedia of Aus tralian Art, Allen and Unwin, 1994, p. 471. See also J. Mather to Misses
Hamilton, 19 December 1892 and 30 March 1896,
Black Family Papers, W .. A. Black, Port Albert
4 Diaries of Mary Enid and Maimie Hamilton, Black Family Papers
5 National Gallery of Victoria Art School, Register of Students in Painting and Drawing Schools, 1886- 1925., State
Library of Victoria.
6 Harry Stephenson, Cattlemen and Huts of the High Plains, Penguin, 1988, p. 260.
7 'Diary of a Farmer: The Hamilton's Long History', Stock and Land, 5 May, 1983, p. 13.
8 National Gallery Students, Prize Winners, State Library of Victoria
9 Caroline Miley, Curator
10 Photocopies of cuttings from Arena and The Bulletin, Black Family Papers
11 Sec 100 Years of Australian Football, 1897-1996, Viking Press, Ringwood, 1996, p. 59, p. 63.
12 Yarra Sculptors' Society, Exhibition of Sculpture and Painting: 1898-1912, p 5, p. 23, State Library of Victoria.
13 Black Family Papers
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Ladies of the Lake
Compiled by Nancy Fowkes
This collection of memories gives an insight into women in our recent history who have lived, holidayed and
boated on the Back Lake. Our thanks to Rose Harrap and sister Jan Cheatley the daughters of Paynesville
school headmaster Bert Cliff ; regular holidayer Catherine Bainbridge (nee Woodard); Noelene Burns (nee
Moore); the former Joan Waddell (now Lees) and descendants of a long line in the town, Ruth Wilson (nee
Gilsenan) and her daughter Kym Bartlett.

Rose : We used to live at the Grange (1940’s). We were about
five houses down from The Grange, not quite to the Steamer
Landing. There was my mother’s mother and father, Lillian
and Robert Spaull, they built the house called “Linga Longa”
pre the Second World War.
Dad (Albert Joseph Britton Cliff Air Force Trainer) didn’t live
over there full time. He came when he was on furlough but
when he was home he was based at the Sale and Bairnsdale
airports. He used to fly over and buzz us and Mum (Ruth)
would say “Oh, there’s your father”.

Ruth Cliff with Jan and Rose at "Linga Longa"

The biggest thing that sticks in my mind is Dad buzzing us in the plane and Mum would say he will be
home in an hour or so and they would drop him off at Metung and he would walk back up the beach.
Jan : My memory of him talking about it was that he swam across from Metung to the Back Beach and
walked along the Back Beach.
Dad somehow got this tin tank thing, this old relic from off an aeroplane and that is what we used to
pull behind us. (Bert says in his memoirs he found two petrol tanks from the wings of a plane when
walking the 5 miles home to the Grange).
When we got a flounder on our spear we would hook it over the hole in the
tank. The battery for the light was in there as well. Dad was good at
putting things together, they were pretty rough and ready but they worked.
He had lights on the end of a tea tree stick and spears that he made out of
goodness knows what so it was all very basic. It was subsistence really.

Wing tank flounder boat

Rose : We ate a lot of flounder, we ate a lot of gummy sharks and we ate a
lot of rabbits. My grandfather had a veggie garden down past the house
called The Grange towards Romawi, on the flat where the ground was better.

(Bert Cliff says on one occasion he was thrilled to land an eight foot Blue Pointer shark off the surf on an
80 pound nylon line and 10 feet of steel trace on a rod and reel baited with eel which had been speared
the night before. It took him 30 minutes to land and eventually a local fisherman appeared and took the
shark to be sold in the Melbourne fish market as flake.)
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Rose : Mum was an excellent boat driver, she could start the motor and everything, she was a
wonderful boatwoman.
(Bert recorded that Ruth managed the boat crossings very well even though all sorts of disasters were
prophesied by the locals.
The boat had a Rugby car engine and she was able to get a ration of petrol similar to the fishermen’s
allocation which allowed at least one trip weekly to Paynesville for supplies and mail.)
She had a couple of boats, one boat was called Saucy Sue and my sister and I would shrink into the small
half cabin if it was rough, we didn’t like the rough weather. When Dad came back they got a boat called
the Wanderer and it is now up the river near Luckes (meat and produce market) and I say hello to it
every time I go past.
Jan : Yes, at the turn of the century Wanderer was a sailing yacht.
Joan: The Spaull and Waddell family financed Lillian and Alice (sisters) at the Grange from the family
farm members left running the farms. Lillian Spaull from “Hawkhurst” at Dargo and Alice Waddell from
“Wisteria” the farm at Sarsfield.
Alice had red chooks at her house at Ocean Grange and fed them on big mussels off the jetty which she
boiled up in a bucket on the stove.
The big old pine tree growing near the Ocean Grange Jetty is where the Broome family and Waddell’s
camped before the houses "Linga Longa" and "Waddell Cottage" were built. Paynesville people camped
there as well. It was a lovely spot for picnics. They danced under the tree in the moonlight at night to
their own music and the sound of water lapping on the shoreline.
The younger members of the Waddell family from the Sarsfield farms would travel by boat down the
Nicholson River to Ocean Grange homestead for the dances in the ballroom. One of the family
members of the Barton’s played the piano and Dave Waddell played the accordion. After the dance
finished they travelled home by boat in the moonlight with Uncle Dave still playing the accordion until
he fell asleep and they reached home in the early hours of the morning.
Sometimes during the boat trips to Ocean Grange, when a storm came up suddenly and the lake got
very rough, it was necessary to tie up to a beacon and drop anchor to ride it out. The boat was always
full of relatives and friends.
Catherine : My father, Gordon Woodard, came down to the Lakes prior to 1951. The earliest record I
have got is 1930 when he came down with my mother Jess Woodard (nee Bloomfield). They were just
married I think. He came down with various members of his family and in about 1951 he bought his first
boat down here which was the Gippsland and he had that for quite a few years and then he had another
one built which was launched in 1957
called Olympia – it was built in the
For the first 10
Olympic year (1956).
years of that boat’s life I used to come
down with him and we stayed on the boat.
My mother hated it on the boat so she
didn’t come very often. My two sisters
were married so they had other lives so I
had this marvelous 10 years of being in
Olympia with Catherine's dinghy behind
the Back Lake or up the rivers with Dad.
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I knew all the Lakes extremely well, I knew the depths, sand bars and fishing holes and I was just left to
mooch around. I didn’t have a life jacket on or anything like that. I had a little dinghy.
We used to fill up with food, milk and everything, we had a little fridge and we would stay until the food
ran out.
Dad would fish on the surf beach or in the lake and I would go off in my dinghy. We would only come
back for meals roughly speaking.
Ruth : We camped over the Back Lake, about half way down, for 20 years before we built the house
“Possum’s Palace”.
The camp sites all had bird’s names and while we were camping there they (Parks) put “Cormorant” in
front of our campsite so we complained about that (being a professional fishing family). We didn’t
want Cormorant so they changed it over to Shearwater or something like that.
The men set up camp before Christmas and we used to go over Boxing Day and then pull the tent down
after Easter. We would go over every weekend in between.
When we first started we didn’t have any floors in the tents. We always had a food tent. There were 6
or 8 families camped there and we would have the food tent right in the middle of it. At Easter we
would have a formal dinner and people would have to make their own bow ties and we would have this
big dinner in the food tent. In the beginning we did our cooking on an open fire but years later we had
a gas stove on four legs.
We swam every day, the girls, no matter what the weather was like, that was our shower.
There used to be what they called the “fart machine” and the men had to stand on it to see who could
do the longest fart and they would win a bottle of beer.
Then they decided they would all try to outdo each other so they would sit and eat a dozen boiled eggs.
You can imagine how sick they were.
(Ross Wilson : Ray’s Marine sponsored that. It was for the longest and loudest, you would be standing
there hanging onto a forked stick. They had a bucket behind you and a roll of toilet paper just in case
something happened.)
Ruth : If you misfired you were disqualified.
Catherine : We did go to a house once, two or three down from The Grange. We knew the people
(Clancy’s) and we played a game called “Blow Pong” which was a ping pong table with ping pong balls
on it and teams (shoulder to shoulder on each side) and you had to blow the ball across the table with a
phoof, phoof, a lovely way of transferring germs. What we didn’t know was the other team were a bit
smart and they had eaten a lot of garlic before the game and we were nearly passing out. This was
hilarious of course and a fair amount of drinking went on.
Ruth : Someone came back (to Paynesville) nearly every day and they would do the shopping and the
laundry. I drove the boat myself and I didn’t have a boat licence because you didn’t have to have one in
those days.
Kym : Mum (Ruth Wilson) did it a couple of times in the new boat and nearly crashed the new boat.
She only admitted to that the other day that she and a friend were in the brand new half cab speedboat
and they nearly crashed.
We were camping over there from the time I was born. When I was a kid about 8 or 9, I got a tinny, I
always called it a tinny but it was a little fibre glass boat and it had a little motor, an outboard, as I got
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older the outboard got more powerful. Dad would upgrade. Little Kymba was its name because Dad
(Ross Wilson) made himself a fibreglass fishing boat, a half cab fishing boat with an outboard and he
named that Big Kymba and when I got my boat he named that Little Kymba.
When I started work at 15 as an apprentice hairdresser
on Raymond Island I would come back to work on my
own in the mornings from the Back Lake in the half cab
and go back at night to the camp.
Jan : At one stage we got into yachts. Rose and I put our
first yacht together. We put the mast on it and we put
the sail on.
Noellene : We started camping over the Back Lake in the
1970’s for about four weeks at a time on our annual
leave. My husband Rob was born around here so that’s where we would go all the time, it’s all we could
afford. When we first camped over there with little children we only had "eskies" but later we got a
battery operated fridge.
There was no drinking water and no toilets so at first we all had to dig a hole to go to the toilet but later
the Parks people put in drop toilets.
Kym : In the beginning we had some sort of a timber frame toilet with black plastic around that Dad and
the other men had built. They had to dig‐a‐pit and that was the toilet.
Later we had a lot of fun with the toilet that Parks built which was a drop toilet and we would share that
with other campers.
Dad and the other fellows thought it would be fun to put the party poppers that the streamers come out
of over the door to the toilet and hook a rope to the door. Anyone who didn’t know would go into the
toilet and shut the door and the party popper would pop. We had many nights sitting at the camp
thinking someone will have to go to the toilet soon and we would hear a bang and a squeal.
(Ross Wilson said that when Parks built the long drop toilets they
didn’t put a back vent in and you got all the smell. Jimmy Sabell
was a Plumber who camped with them and he put a back vent in so
then the Parks people copied him.)
Noellene : We would be swimming on the Lake side and then go
over the ocean fishing and the kids would surf. It was just families
having a lovely time. We had to look after the kids and we didn’t
let them go in the water on their own.
Water skiing – everyone used to do it.
Catherine : That photo is down at the second blowhole with my sister Sue
and her husband Murray Couper.
There used to be four boats, the
Mackay’s, Thomson’s, Coates’ and us, the Woodard’s. We were all friends
and we would pull in to the beach and did water sports from the back ‐
probably about 1960’s.
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Noellene : There were huge amounts of camps and there were people everywhere.
We camped for 15 to 20 years until the kids grew up, left home and moved on. Also, once they started
charging and you were only on your own it was not worth it when they put the price up.
Catherine : We were down the Back Lake (1957 or 8) on the Olympia, it must have been winter as there
was a heavy fog. My father suffered from arthritis. We were right down the back and he woke up in
this terrible pain and couldn’t move, he was in a bad way and he said “I think you are going to have to
get me to a Doctor” and he tried to get up and couldn’t and he said “You are going to have to do it”.
I was used to driving the boat and that wasn’t the problem but it is hard getting the anchor up and
getting it on board and pulling up the ladder and I had to do all that myself.
He was lying down so he could see the wheel and the compass and he could give me instructions. I
remember him shouting “stow that anchor rope”, as he was always frightened it would drag the anchor
over in a sea. But it wasn’t the problem that day, it was the fog.
I got all that done and I managed to back off the beach and I could just see the sides of the Lake and I
got up to The Grange alright and then we had to go out into the Lake, the channel was marked there so
no problem. When we got out into the Lake in really thick fog he said to me to steer about 280⁰ on the
compass that is where you need to go for Paynesville.
Dad was an older man then and I thought I wonder what is going to happen – so I am out in the middle
of the lake and I was saying to him “It’s alright Dad we are going well” nothing is going to happen. I
realized that we were heading straight into Duck Arm so I did an about turn and he said “Why are you
turning” and I thought you’re not watching the compass very well.
We came into Paynesville and he said there will be men on the fishermen’s wharf so what you have got
to do is you drive past, put her down into low gear and as you drive past call out that you have got a sick
person on board, you are the only person other than that and can they help you. He said go as close to
the jetty as you can and then do a circle and by that time they will be organized to help you.
So I came down and tooted the horn a few times and they looked up and I called out and they couldn’t
hear me and I called out again and said “sick man on board” and they could see I was a kid and they
sprang into action.
I went round the second time and we got in and they said “you done well girlie”. It is still very raw in my
memory.
About that time (1960’s) my mother wanted to come down because there were grandchildren of course
at that stage so my mother bought this house “Lakehouse” in Newlands Drive and I think it is absolutely
heaven.
I have no boat now I have only a dinghy and small yacht and that’s sad. However, at least the
grandchildren are starting to learn to sail which is a new horizon now and I couldn’t manage the big
boat.
Kym : Uncle Ian, Dad’s brother, built the house “Possum’s
Palace” for Mum and Dad when I was 17 about 1987.
The house was always chockers and everyone in the houses
spent time together. We had a kitchen setup down on the
foreshore where we had a gas oven and cook top and a sink. So,
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many of us from the houses would have breakfast, lunch and tea down there. It was permanently for
that summer.
They also had lots of dinner parties with over 40 people on Mum and Dad’s veranda with the tablecloths
and the napkins and we would have a dinner party all together at Trevor Brodribb’s (Ribs) house next
door to Mum and Dad’s.
Australia Day was always a big day, with dress‐ups etc and with a breakfast all together and then a
sports day at the picnic ground near the houses. There was a picnic ground near the houses where the
pine trees are. Now they have a sports day on New Years Day but it wasn’t then it was on Australia day.

Back Lake Banquet at Wilson's

Thanks ladies for the recollections
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The Paynesville Flounder Punt
Rob Cook
Recently, whilst searching for items to display to show how prawning was done at Paynesville, we
had the offer of a "Flounder punt" with unique local connotations.
Too good to resist, we started researching and found that post‐WW2 there was a surplus (at least
that is the way that it was described to us) of parts from the Bristol Beaufort bombers stationed at
Sale for training purposes. Some 1400 of these light bombers were built in Australia and deployed in
various war zones.
Amongst the available items
from the wings of the
aerodynamic
profile
also suitable for pulling
when
fishing
for
to carry the battery for
fish once speared.

were aluminium fuel tanks
aircraft which were of an
which made them
along in the water
flounder and able
the light and also the

For those not familiar with
participant walks along in
illuminate the sand and show
itself as a disguise. In the other
on a broom handle, which is thrust into the fish.

flounder
fishing
the
waist deep water with a light to
up any Flounder that has half‐buried
hand is a multi‐pronged spear, usually fashioned

Although the photo here of tanks being manufactured in Adelaide shows a narrow tank, the more
popular tank for making Flounder punts were the wider ones that would have been more stable. The
fisherman then cut holes in the top to suit his requirements. Others, as shown, were used to
entertain the children.

Tank manufacture WW2

As a kids boat at Ocean Grange
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Punt ready for Flounder fishing

Paynesville Maritime Museum

Chinese Fishers and Fish Curers
in the Gippsland Lakes
David Harris

This short article is based on a chapter from my thesis ‘Imagined Natures’ and also from more recent
research in the land files at the Public Record Office Victoria (PROV). It is a work in progress so I would
welcome any comments and suggestions to my email, d.harris@latrobe.edu.au. This research into
nineteenth century Chinese fish curing sites builds on publications by local historians Peter Synan (Highways
of Water) and Gay Halstead (The Story of Metung), and work by La Trobe University archaeologist Alister
Bowen who completed a major project at a Chinese fish‐curing site near Port Albert (Archaeology of the
Chinese Fishing Industry in Colonial Victoria). Some of the results of Alister’s work can be viewed at the
maritime museum at Port Albert. ‐ David Harris.

Chinese fishers were an integral part of the colonial fish trade from the 1860s. In addition to at least
eleven fish curing sites that existed in Victoria, Alister Bowen identified others in New South Wales,
Northern Territory, South Australia and Tasmania. In Gippsland, and possibly elsewhere, the Chinese
also conducted a small trade in shark fins and they bought or bartered abalone from the Gunaikurnai
and other First Nations fishers. The cured fish trade was based on the traditional kinship and labour
systems that formed the basis of how Chinese emigration operated across the colony. When the
trade began, the fish curers were prepared to pay well for fresh fish yet, given how the trade was
organised, it was the merchants who prospered rather than those they employed in the intensive
labour of scaling, gutting, splitting, salting and drying the fish.
Prior to the arrival of railway at Sale in the late 1870s, European commercial fishers in Gippsland
regularly sold their catch to the fish curers, often for three to four times the amount paid at the
Melbourne Fish Market. The fish curers, in turn, relied on the fish caught by European fishers,
particularly snapper, to meet the volume necessary to sustain an export trade to markets in
Singapore and Hong Kong, and the local trade in the Australian colonies. Alister Bowen has
estimated that during a two‐month period in 1861, the trade in cured fish between the ports of
Sydney and Melbourne, for example, was one and half times greater than the combined amount of
fish sold at the Sydney and Melbourne fish markets for the same period. In addition to the inter‐
colonial trade was the reported export of cured fish to Singapore and Hong Kong. These combined
amounts made for a very significant trade.
References to the Gippsland dried fish trade appear in local histories of the Lakes and in newspaper
articles and other publications reminiscing about the colonial period that appeared at different times
in the early to mid‐twentieth century. The men who worked on the fishermen’s leases along
Bancroft Bay were remembered carrying loads of dried fish to sell to Chinese diggers on the gold
fields at Omeo so these memories became central to the story about the fish curers. In the
reminiscences, only particular aspects of the trade were remembered – for example those that
emphasised the difference of the Chinese fish curers such as the clothes they wore, how they carried
their loads of fish or perhaps the disputes that might have appeared comical to an observer. While
selling dried fish on the gold fields was certainly one part of the trade, Alister Bowen’s research
raises some questions about whether that was the extent of it.
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The export trade in dried fish to Asia conducted by Chinese fishers was common knowledge in the
colony from the 1860s. Alister Bowen’s research recovers some of the details about the trade and,
by extension, the lives of the Chinese fish curers. He has identified how the fish curing trade was in
part organised around a hierarchy where a merchant paid for the land, a boss or headman was
appointed who then had authority of over a team of men who did the work of fish curing. Most of
those involved in the trade were more than likely Cantonese speaking from rural areas around
Canton City and the Pearl River Delta. They came from a region where fish was a dietary staple and
many of them had possibly fished the rivers, canals, lakes and estuaries at home. Further research at
PROV has identified how, in some cases where the land was leased, the headman was identified as
the lessee and when they left or died a new person would assume the position of headman over the
group.
The Chinese fishers at Metung and Port Albert, in common with other Chinese in the colony, faced
institutionalised hostility through the various legislative restrictions introduced during the last half of
the nineteenth century. For example, Chinese fishers earned their livelihoods in the context of anti‐
Chinese legislation introduced in 1881 and 1890 and by 1887, further legislation was introduced that
prevented Chinese from being naturalised and then they were singled out for discrimination under
the Factory Acts of 1887 and 1894. On Port Phillip Bay, an unsuccessful petition was circulated
proposing a restriction where Chinese fishers could fish and there were also failed attempts to
introduce legislation against hawkers. Current research suggests that the type of hostility towards
Chinese involved in the fish trade that was evident in Melbourne and on Port Phillip Bay, was not
experienced to the same degree by the fish curers at Port Albert or at Metung. Although further
research may suggest otherwise, the fish curers in Gippsland generally appeared to have a place
amongst the early generations of the European fishing community.
An exception to the apparent harmony was evident on the Gippsland Lakes in 1879 when a visiting
journalist demonstrated the type of hostility that was present in the colony against the Chinese.
Accompanying a group of politicians on a fact‐finding tour into commercial fishing on the Lakes, the
journalist was clearly shocked by his meeting with the Chinese fish curers at Rosherville – later
Metung. His description of the fish curing camp was unflattering:
We could not pass Rosherville without another call, and here we saw a Chinese fishing camp
which forcibly reminded one of the hovels in Little Bourke Street inhabited by Mongolians. The
men were civil and obliging enough and showed us a lot of fish, about 2 cwt, in a trap, but
they did not look like uncaught fish, as they had knocked themselves about, and knew they
were confined in a box about 4 feet square, although floating in their native element.
No doubt in an appeal to the readers of the Mercury, there was an inference that the work site was
unclean – not surprising considering the type of work done there – and the attention of the reader
was drawn to a box full of water that was used to keep the fish alive until they could be processed.
The journalist obviously considered the presence of the Chinese as a disruption to the image of the
Lakes as a European fishery but his was the view of an outsider and perhaps that is how it is how
many locals read it.
There were several fish curing sites at Metung so it is difficult to identify the one visited by the
journalist but it was possibly the land that Ah He bought at auction in 1874 (see figure 1). Ah He’s
allotment was along the point of land where several other blocks had been purchased or leased by
fishers or those involved in other maritime occupations. James Smith, for example, was a
commercial fisher and on an adjoining block was Walter Grant, a boatman. Further research is
needed on who lived on these blocks but in the case of Ah He, the responsibility for the business he
established was taken over by Ah Sing and Chi Fong.
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Figure 1 Metung Township Plan PROV VPRS
16171/P0001 Parish and Township Plans.

Several years after the journalist visited Ah
He’s block, the site was still used for fish
curing and in the mid‐1880s, photographer
Nicholas Caire included it in a series of
images depicting economic activity on the
Lakes (see figure 2). The site also featured
in Gay Halstead’s book on Metung,
although the photograph she used was not
sourced.

Figure 2 N.J. Caire ‘Bancroft Bay Metung, Gipps Land Lakes’, SLV H96.160/1831

Caire’s framing of the scene presents a detailed representation of a workplace set up for each stage
of the curing process. To the right are two bark huts built in a style evident elsewhere on the Lakes,
at Port Albert and at fishing curing operation on the shores of Westernport Bay. The photograph also
reveals a planned work area with drying racks and preparation tables made from local ti‐tree trunks
and branches, all positioned at the same height. There appear to be two preparation tables shown in
the foreground of figure 3 where fish were gilled, gutted and split down the backbone. They were
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Figure 3

Figure 4

then salted and dried on the two longer tables positioned east/west on the block. According to
Bowen’s research, different techniques were used such as barrels of brine to cure fish and it was also
usual to keep the fish in water until they were ready for curing – a process that appeared to have
alarmed the visiting journalist. Other details evident in Caire’s photograph in figure 4 are frames or
structures near the jetty that could be horse troughs full of water where fish were kept prior to
processing. Then, running the width of the property from east to west, there are also lines of poles
topped with ‘V’ shaped notches that may have been used for hanging nets to dry. If that was their
purpose then it confirms an observation made by Alister Bowen at Port Albert that by the 1880s, the
fish curers had begun catching the fish for drying as European fishers generally sent their catch to
Melbourne. Further research is required to establish the reasons for the changes to the cured fish
trade.
It is unclear, at the moment, how many fish curing sites or settlements were along the foreshore at
Metung although research in the land files at PROV suggests there were more than the three that
Gay Halstead mentions. Caire photographed another at ‘Legend Point’ (figure 5) probably on the
same day he visited Ah He’s site. At Legend Point there is evidence of nets drying and possibly fish
laid out on the curing tables and this site could be what Halstead refers to as ‘the settlement’ that
was on the site of the present day yacht club. There appear to have been several small crown leases
that were intended for commercial fishers or market gardeners along the shoreline of Bancroft Bay
but the growth of tourism and the development of Metung as a holiday destination put pressure on
the continued use of these sites as workplaces for commercial fishers or fish curers.

Figure 5 N. J. Caire, ‘Legend
Point’ c.1866, SLV H27513.
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By the beginning of the twentieth century, the owners of large waterfront properties – many of
whom had recently bought into the area – had not anticipated fish curing would be part of their
holiday experience at Metung. In one case, matters came to a head when Ah Pack, a well‐known
local commercial fisher and market gardener in his early 60s, was finding it difficult to make
payments on a lease, originally taken up in 1880 (figure 6). He was the surviving member of the
group who had originally taken up the land but he was not interested in moving from the foreshore
as he drew a livelihood from fishing and his market garden.
Although
offered
various
inducements to move, Ah Pack
refused to leave the foreshore and
in 1913, it was sold to the owner of
the property that it fronted. By
1915, Ah Pack had moved his huts
to another crown allotment that
fronted the property of another
recent arrival, Edward Curr but the
tide of history was turning towards
Metung as a respectable holiday
resort, not as a fishery. So in a
familiar pattern of changing
circumstances, Ah Pack’s block
shifted from being a workplace to
‘an eyesore to the locality’ and a
potential damage to land sales in
the area. There was no better
measure for the way Metung had
changed by the early twentieth
century than a complaint to the
Lands Department about how the
new owners of the waterfront
blocks objected to Ah Pack using the
crown allotment for commercial
‘the
usual
fishing
with
accompaniment of dead fish and
bad language’.
Figure 6 Metung Township Plan

The tension between the Gippsland Lakes as a workplace where individuals earned a livelihood or
took a holiday is a story that is part of the history of many waterside resorts whether they are in the
Australian colonies or in the northern hemisphere. In this case, the fish curing trade valued the land
as a site to earn a livelihood but the same parcels of land acquired a different value as residential
properties where they were a measure of prestige and social position. Under such circumstances,
the potential for significant conflict was heightened yet the details of what happened require further
research.
Initial impressions from the archive suggest that there was some acknowledgement of the
contribution that Chinese fish curers made to the Lakes as a working landscape and this is affirmed
by one story from the Casting the Net collection of interviews.
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In contrast to the stories that place the Chinese fish curing trade as an exotic footnote in local
history, one reflection from retired fisherman Bill Farquhar tells a different story. In an interview
contained in the Casting the Net collection, Bill recounts how he and Ted Lapish found the remains of
bream scales – ‘scales as big as your thumb, at least a couple of feet deep’ – buried near Chinaman’s
Creek. Bill estimated that the scales extended for about twenty feet on either side of where he
and his friend had dug. And significantly he identifies how the Chinese were the main buyers of fish
before the railway arrived at the end of the 1870s: ‘there were Chinese camped all through that creek
and they used to net the fish and sell ‘em to whoever would buy ‘em.’ In this case, ‘they’
refers to European fishers who had no one else to buy their catch.
The Chinese were part of a rich commercial fishing heritage on the Lakes that involved First Nations
fishers as well as commercial fishers from Britain and Europe. By the end of the nineteenth century
and the beginning of the twentieth century, the ethnic and cultural diversity had diminished due to a
range of political, social and economic factors – yet it had not disappeared. It is the complexity of
this commercial fishing heritage that requires further analysis.
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The Ford Model‐T as a Marine Motor
Rob Cook
When our Paynesville fishing boats first adopted motors to get places quicker and more reliably than
they did under sail, they used imported marine engines, usually one or two cylinder engines.
Whilst these two cylinder engines had sufficient power to push the fishing boats through the water
satisfactorily, being imported, they were expensive to purchase ‐ an important factor in the rags to
riches cycles of fishing.
Before long there were used car engines available as the cars broke or proved unsuitable for purpose
and some of these were adapted into boats, often with two cylinders disabled by removing the
pistons so as to conserve fuel use. The extra weight of the four cylinder engine was not the penalty
for fishing boats that it would have been for pleasure boats.
We had heard of these 2/4 cylinder engines
and it was all quite logical. However there
has been for some time scepticism about
the story that engines from T‐Model Fords
were "cut in half" to make a two cylinder
engine. Why would you when others were
just taking out two pistons?
Now it is possible to verify that people
were in fact cutting the two front cylinders
from the T‐Model engines and welding
them closed as two cylinder engines as we
have located not one but two such engines
still existing locally.
Two Cylinder Model‐T Engine

Some careful investigation via Google has found that there was a
very good reason for cutting the T‐Model engines that did not exist
with other auto engines ‐ the T‐Model engine had a habit of
breaking the crankshaft, and often the crankcase as well and thus
there were "broken" engines in most Ford workshops.
After making a special "deep throat" hacksaw our backyard engineers would cut the cylinder block
between the second and third cylinders and then welding in a plate to seal the water jacket. A similar
operation took place with the cylinder head and both can be seen in the photos.
It is still not fully clear how the crankshaft was treated but the long journal for the centre bearing
gives enough length to be able to cut of the broken section and (probably) weld on a flange to mount
the flywheel back onto. Alternatively a close bolt pattern may have been applied on the end of the
crankshaft, unfortunately the details of the techniques used have been lost in the folds of time.
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Some more cutting, welding and bracketing and the sump and accessories were ready to go. An
external oil tank and pump would be needed as the T‐Model has a unique system whereby the
engine oil uses a common sump in the bottom of the gearbox.
From looking at the available photos of broken crankshafts from the USA, where there is a strong
heritage movement of T‐Model cars, it is apparent that the failures occur in different areas of the
crankshaft and that the likely cause is one of flexing due to the design. Faults in the manufacture
appear as an unlikely source.
Thus we have been able to verify that boats on the lakes, and probably out of Paynesville, were
fitted with engines cut down to two cylinder configuration from Ford Model‐T engines that had
suffered broken crankshafts and been discarded.
Anyone interested can find one of the engines attached to a sawbench in a shed out the back of the
Sale Historical Museum.
The other, which came from a boat, is in private hands.

Ex‐ Boat Engine

Cut Off Block and Head

This modern replacement crankshaft with additional balance weights
should not experience the same flexing and breakage
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A Cruise on the Gippsland Lakes ‐ 1958
Fred Raven
How better to introduce a story than to use the words of the editor of that renowned Australian boating
magazine of the 1950s and 60s ‐ Power Boat & Yachting in the August 1958 issue:
This story tells how a family successfully fulfilled a desire to holiday afloat, even though they didn't own a
boat, and had the problem of a seven‐months old baby boy to consider. It could hardly be described as high
adventure, but it does show how anyone may spend a pleasant fortnight cruising, with the utmost safety
and comfort.
Having always wanted to hire a motor cruiser on the Hawkesbury River, but being unable to do so for various
reasons, my wife and I were interested to see in the Melbourne papers an advertisement saying that motor
cruisers could be hired on Victoria's Gippsland Lakes. With a seven month old baby boy we thought it would
be an ideal way to spend a holiday, as there would be no bother trying to fit in with meal times, etc. as at a
guest house.
We made enquiries from V Elliott & Sons, the
people owning the cruisers and were amazed
when told that the Lakes have over 330 miles
of shoreline to explore by boat and even the
distance as the crow flies from Sale to Lakes
Entrance was 50 miles. Although we had
lived in Victoria all our lives and had passed
through Lakes Entrance we had no idea that
such an extensive stretch of sheltered water
existed in Victoria. So, with our enthusiasm
further aroused by photos of the cruisers, we
booked a four‐berth 25 ft cruiser for two
weeks holiday ‐ the charge being £30 ($60) a
week (the rate depends on the time of the
year) plus petrol.

Elliott's 25 ft. Cruiser

It was an easy drive on the Sunday, from Melbourne to Bairnsdale (176 miles) and at Bairnsdale we turned off
the highway and drove down the last few miles right on the bank of the Mitchell River down to Paynesville,
where the cruisers are moored.
Paynesville consists mainly of holiday homes and the houses of the professional fishermen who work their
boats from there. There is one hotel, about six shops, post office and the Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club, which
each weekend races mainly Sharpies, Gwens and 14‐foot moulded ply boats.
Mr Elliott took us to the jetty where our cruiser was moored stern on, which made it very easy for us to
unload the gear from the car and into the boat. Having loaded the boat I drove the car the hundred yards or
so back to the block, where Mr Elliott is building a new house and offices and parked it there. Mr Elliott's son
took us for a short run in the boat to give us the feel of it and as it was getting rather late we decided to moor
to his jetty for that night to give us time to get everything packed away and to decide where we would cruise.
The cruisers are patterned after the Halversen boats on the Hawkesbury River and we were told that
Halversens had given Mr Elliott much help and advice in establishing the business, which has only been
operating for a few months with a 6‐berth cruiser, a 4‐berth, a 2‐berth and several open day‐hire fishing
boats.
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Our cruiser was 25 ft. Overall, 9 ft. Beam and 3 ft. Draught and with full headroom throughout. She had a
Morris Vedette petrol engine with push button electric starter, Blue ray gas stove, electric lighting, 15‐gallon
petrol tank and 80 gallons of fresh water. Up forward were two bunks (Dunlopillo mattresses), then further
aft an enclosed W.C. on the port side, wash basin opposite on the starboard side, then up a couple of steps
over the engine box into the main cabin, steering wheel, engine controls and icebox to port, sink and gas
cooker opposite and two bunks with water tanks under and folding table in between the bunks. A CO2 hand
extinguisher is supplied and a larger one is connected to the engine and at the pull of a lever will smother the
engine in case of fire. A dinghy is supplied with each cruiser.
We found locker space insufficient, as apart from three cupboards under the sink, which were filled with
crockery, pots, pans and a few groceries, the only other storage space was two small drawers up forward and
a small wardrobe, so we emptied out the ice and used the icebox for clothes and extra items; even then one
of the forward bunks was used to pack things on.
Mr Elliott said he does intend putting in more cupboards during the winter period, when the boats will not be
so heavily booked.
The baby slept in the body of the pram we brought with us and I lashed the pram chassis onto the cabin roof
out of the way. We used the pram several times at different places where we went ashore and it was worth
the trouble, although the set of pram wheels on the cabin top probably didn't look very nautical.
Looking at the chart that night we could see that the lakes are rather shallow ‐ 35 ft. Being about their
greatest depth. There are numerous shallow patches ‐ usually at the tip of each point of land, but most are
well marked with sticks, piles or lights and on a sunny day we found it very easy to pick out the shoals from
the boat by the different coloured water. The complete absence of rocks makes navigation much safer, too,
and it is usually a simple matter to get off a mud or sand bank if one should run aground. It is forbidden to go
past Rigby Island and across to Lakes Entrance, as there is a vicious tide rip there, with many shoals; and it is a
wise precaution, as a boat in the hands of an inexperienced person could soon get into difficulties.
Early next morning we cast off and motored down the channel past the fleet of moored fishing boats, then
past the Yacht Club and out into the more exposed waters of Lake Victoria. As the baby was kicking up a
ruckus we turned into Newlands Backwater and admired some of the houses of Paynesville perched on a high
cliff which forms the north bank of the backwater. The southern bank has been cleared for farming and is
quite low‐lying and we motored along only a stone's throw from the grazing cows. Coming to the end of the
inlet we turned and dropped anchor for lunch near a well kept ketch about 40 ft. Long. After lunch we decided
to spend that night at the Paynesville jetty as we wanted to unload some surplus gear.
As we were keen to try our hand at navigating a narrow channel we decided to go up Bunga Arm, so on the
Tuesday headed around the western end of Raymond Island and through the binoculars picked out the
outermost pole marking the entrance channel. We found the binoculars a great help to sort out the various
markers, etc. After motoring for about three‐quarters of an hour we came to the turning point ‐ one channel
leading to the Ocean Grange guest house and the other, to the left, into Bunga Arm. The channel was only
about 60 ft. Wide, but well marked and as the water on either side was only two feet deep it was easy to
thread our way through at half speed, with my wife watching out from the bow.
We were soon past the few low islets near the entrance and into the Arm itself. Bunga Arm was about 500
yards wide and approximately ten miles long and was a beautifully calm, secluded stretch of water. On one
side the bush came to within 20 ft. of the water's edge, then a stretch of clean sand and the water dropped
sharply, from the shallows, to about 5 ft. ‐ so that a boat could be brought almost to the shore. On the south
side of the arm there were ti‐trees with large patches of golden sand dunes gleaming in the sunshine and as
the arm was quite uninhabited we felt we were in another world.
As we were anxious to have a look at the Ninety Mile Beach we dropped anchor after motoring two or three
miles and rowed ashore in the dinghy; climbing a steep sand dune we sat on top of it and took in the scene
before us. The ocean was almost calm and the blue of it was set off as far as the eye could see with a gilt
coloured edge of sand; but as a chap had seen a shark the day before we were not tempted to swim.
The temperature that day was just on the century mark so we paddled about in the dinghy and watched
shoals of bream take crushed pippies which we scattered in the water. I dug up enough pippies and sand
worms to fill a jam jar, intending to do some fishing, but as I climbed aboard I knocked the jar with my foot
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and the jar went overboard; so with that, and the heat, we couldn't be bothered fishing and just lazed the day
away.
We filled in two days that way and also motored down the length of the Arm.
Coming out of the channel I cut a corner too fine and we ran aground on a mud‐bank, but in a few minutes I
had rowed the boat anchor out in the dinghy and dropped it in deep water and was onboard the boat again. I
hauled on the anchor rope as my wife gave the engine full ahead and we slowly came off without any damage
being done.
After spending a night at the Paynesville jetty we motored over to the mouth of the Tambo River. Our chart
didn't show any markers for the channel into the river, but as we drew closer we could make out about seven
piles, a few hundred yards offshore, so assuming this was the channel we went between them and although
the water was not more than five or six feet deep we went through quite easily. There were dozens of black
swans on the river and it was interesting to watch them take off from the water as we came up to them. On
each side of the river bank there were farms and every farm seemed to have a path leading down to the river
and a boat of some description moored to a jetty or tree.
Passing under the concrete road bridge at Swan Reach we motored for about three miles to a spot called by
the locals, "The Cliffs", and well named they are. They are red and orange sandstone cliffs rising sheer from
the river's edge and towards evening when we moored to the bank near a couple of them, the sunlight
playing on them made them a colour cameraman's dream.
The Tambo River is deep right to the water's edge, so we moored to two small wattle trees.
While my wife cooked the tea I sat on deck
and picked blackberries from bushes at the
side of the boat ‐ it was blackberry‐picking
deluxe. After tea we rowed the dinghy a few
hundred yards upstream then let it slowly
drift downstream with the current, past
some cliffs and we took it in turns shooting
from the dinghy at rabbits on the face of the
cliff. It was easy shooting as they were a
perfect target from the water and as we
shot them they would tumble down the cliff
and into the water, where we could pick
them out without any trouble ‐ it was
deluxe rabbit‐shooting, too.
How we wished we were equipped for trout
fishing, because as we sat on deck enjoying the cool of the evening we could watch trout jumping all around
the boat. Next day I went for a walk through the paddocks and came across several patches of mushrooms ‐ it
seemed surprising as it was March and rather late for mushrooms, so I thought ‐ and we had a real off‐the‐
land lunch ‐ mushrooms with fried rabbit, then stewed blackberries and cream ‐ delicious! Mosquitoes were
very few and we could have easily spent a couple of weeks on the Tambo, but there were other places to see.
It was Sunday night when we arrived back at Paynesville and next morning Mr Elliott topped up the water and
petrol tanks and off we went across to Metung.
Metung is on a point and quite a rip tide runs around it, but to a powerboat it is no trouble. Metung is a
charming place from the water, with several modern houses perched on the green hill at the back of the town
and the collection of boats moored off J Bull's boat‐building yard is an interesting sight. The modern Metung
hotel is right on the water's edge and we moored at the wharf only ten yards or so from the hotel.
The town consists of a store, the hotel, post office and boat‐yard; but it is a wonderful hopping‐off place for
fishermen. The main point of attraction for us was to have a close look at the Alan Payne designed ketch,
Metung, which is moored near J Bull's boatyard; so we put the baby in the pram and walked down to the
yard. She is a beautiful craft and our mouths watered as we sat taking in the details. Being only moored to the
jetty with one 5/8" diameter rope, fore and aft, shows what a safe anchorage it must be; but I wouldn't fancy
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the job of getting her 6 ft. 6 in. draught through the channel at the Entrance, as from the road the whole of it
seems to be a mass of shoals.
Tuesday morning we left Metung and motored along Reeves Channel on the north of Flannagan's Island,
where the difference in the colour of the water was most marked ‐ it turned to a beautiful green ‐ lighter
green over the sand banks. There was quite a strong tide at some points, so after reaching Rigby Island we
turned and motored back again; but had a look into Butcher's Creek and Gardener's Creek ‐ two beautiful
little anchorages with some lovely motor cruisers moored there.
Back to Metung jetty again we were tempted to join the boats fishing a few hundred yards offshore, but as
usual we were too lazy. One of the boats with a couple aboard pulled into the wharf and they said that
between them they had caught sixty‐five flathead in one and a half hours, so the fish were there.
After leaving Metung we picked a couple of friends up at Paynesville on Thursday morning and motored over
to Lady Bay. Picnic Arm was a pleasant spot. Four or five motor boats were moored there and gently sloping
hills form a perfect basin around the water, making a pretty picture. Lady Bay itself was exposed to the wind
that day, but we managed to moor to a post just inside the entrance to the bay, where a small arm of land
broke the wind and the water was seven feet deep to within a few feet of the bank. The bottom was sandy,
going into the weed in the deeper water and on the edge of the weed dozens of whiting were swimming. This
time fishing lines came out thick and fast, but all we had for bait was stale prawns and apparently that day the
whiting were allergic to prawns because all we got were two or three half‐hearted nibbles. As the sun was hot
a swim was in order and we spent a restful day in that sheltered little spot. We moored the cruiser at
Paynesville that night and had tea with our friends at their holiday flat, then back to the boat to sleep.
It had been perfect sunny weather every day of our holiday, but Friday morning it was drizzling rain, so after a
few attempts to spear some large bream swimming under the jetty piles, with makeshift gear, we decided to
leave the boat and spend the night in the Bairnsdale Motel, as it looked as if the rain had set in for a day or so.
We were due to leave the boat on the Saturday anyhow, so we only lost half a day and we were quite
interested to see what it would be like in a motel.
It would take months to fully explore the lakes ‐ in two weeks we only saw a fraction of them ‐ one day we will
go again and try and see the rest of the Gippsland Lakes.

Also in this issue of The PMM Journal is information about Elliott's boat hire at Paynesville.
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Vern Elliott and Sons
Bruce Reynolds and Peter Stokes
Vern Elliott and his sons came to Paynesville in the mid‐1950s to establish a hire boat business akin to the
Halverson’s on the Hawkesbury River in New South Wales.
They built a house on the corner of King Street and Slip Road and brought with them 2 or 3 fully completed
and new twenty‐five foot cruisers and one thirty foot cruiser, designed and built somewhere on Port Phillip
Bay.
The lines plan for these cruisers, reproduced below, is a copy of the
original lines plan traced by Bruce Reynolds at Vern Elliott’s request
in 1959. Bruce believes that at least 2 of the hulls delivered from
Melbourne were then completed by the Elliott’s on the King Street
site. The decision was then made to build a twenty‐seven foot
version of the twenty‐five foot boat on site in Paynesville. Jim Toms
set up the keel, building moulds, and Cedric Reynolds planked the
hull and assisted the Elliott’s to build the cabin and fit it out. Bruce
Reynolds believes that the year was 1959 —60.
Vern had set the business up for his sons and when he realised that
they were not really committed to it, he sold the lot and the cruisers
went to the Hawkesbury. The photo was taken on the Hawkesbury
River.

Line Plan, Elliott & Sons Cruiser, drawn by Bruce Reynolds in 1959

This information is reproduced from the book Directory of Paynesville Boat Builders and Wooden Boats
by Bruce Reynolds and Peter Stokes and is reproduced with their kind permission.
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Christian Gronheit
Carpenter, fisherman, boatbuilder,
shipwright and ice manufacturer.
Peter Stokes
Christian Gronheit was born in Ballarat in 1863. His parents Lawrence and Christina were from
Denmark. His younger brother William Christopher was born 1866. By 1882, the family had settled in
Paynesville and he and his father and brother were fishing the Gippsland Lakes.
During the 1880s, 1890s and the first decade of the twentieth century, Christian Gronheit worked
variously as a fisherman, a carpenter and a boatbuilder, he also built, owned and operated
Paynesville’s first ice works. By May 1903, he was manufacturing ice on his property near the corner
of Wellington Street and the Esplanade. After moving to Williamstown in about 1912, he spent the
rest of his working life as a shipwright.
However, on the Sunday morning of 25 June 1882, when Christian Gronheit was only 19 years of age,
he almost perished in a tragic boating accident in the ocean, opposite Lake Tyers.
A few days before the accident, Christian Gronheit and fellow fisherman Frank Wells arrived at Lake
Tyers in a boat that they had borrowed from Billie Fox.1 When fish were in short supply in the
Gippsland Lakes, it was not unusual for fishermen from Paynesville to sail their boats out through the
Lakes’ entrance to Lake Tyers, and drag them across the beach, roughly opposite where Lake Tyers
floods into the sea, and fish that lake. On this occasion, Gronheit and Wells could not have failed to
have seen the schooner Magnolia, stranded high and dry on the beach after being deliberately run
aground several days before.
The Magnolia, under the command of Captain James Bull had a crew of three, mate Benjamin Flack,
able seaman George Abbott aged 22, and George Goodman aged 19. During the night, enroute from
Mallacoota to Melbourne with a cargo of bagged wattle bark from the Genoa River and a quantity of
fancy goods salvaged from the wreck of the barque Romeo, the Magnolia was sailing close to the
Ninety Mile Beach when a sudden strong south easterly change threatened the safety of the vessel.
Captain Bull decided to drive her aground in order to avoid a complete loss, a risky manoeuvre that
was successfully carried out by the Captain and crew. When the sun arose the next morning, they
were safely on the beach, near the closed ocean entrance to Lake Tyers and the Magnolia, a
relatively flat bottomed centre‐board vessel, was sitting nicely, upright on the sand.i
During the night, the extreme weather had also driven the Gippslander, the Glengarry, the Blackbird
and the Pretty Jane2 ashore and these vessels had all been wrecked.
1

Billie Fox was amongst the first group of fishermen to come to the Gippsland Lakes in 1878, arriving from Western Port
on the steamer Rosedale, with William Carstairs and John Olsen.

2

Archibald McAlpine and Charles Swan of Bairnsdale’s Commercial Store would launch their steamer Tambo in
Paynesville in July 1882. Salvage from the Pretty Jane, including a steam winch and other fittings, was purchased by them
and installed on the SS Tambo.
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Prior to Sunday 25 June 1882, the day that Christian Gronheit almost lost his life, the Captain and his
crew had made at least one unsuccessful attempt to refloat the vessel. The bullock teams that had
been summoned to collect the vessel’s cargo had been harnessed to the Magnolia in a vain attempt
to tow her back into the sea.
Captain Bull decided to travel to Melbourne to procure some heavy jacks and other equipment
thought necessary to refloat the vessel, leaving his crew behind, cutting logs to use as rollers and
props. He travelled from Lakes Entrance to Paynesville, most likely with Christian Gronheit’s father
Lawrence, and from there caught the PS Tanjil on her regular early morning journey to Sale, where
he caught the Melbourne train. He returned in just three days with the necessary equipment and a
shipwright.
Following his return, the Captain and crew had been hard at work trying to refloat the vessel. ii
However, it was the Sabbath, the men were taking a well‐ earned day of rest and whilst Captain Bull
had set off to visit friends Abbott and Goodman, were resting on the beach.
At about half past ten that morning, Christian Gronheit and Frank Wells dragged their vessel across
the sand intending to return with their catch to Paynesville. George Abbott and George Goodman
helped the fishermen launch their boat but it seems that George Goodman had agreed to help the
fishermen sail their vessel to Paynesville. George Abbott meanwhile, remained on the beach.
When Gronheit, Wells and Goodman were about two kilometers offshore they were hit by a very
heavy squall and decided to turn back and seek the safety of the beach. On their arrival the shore
break was so rough and treacherous that the vessel came through the breakers stern first, capsizing
and throwing her occupants and contents into the sea. In no time at all, the vessel was ‘smashed to
atoms.’iii
George Abbott immediately sprang into the sea to rescue the three unfortunate men who could be
seen struggling for their lives. Fortunately, as George Abbott successfully rescued Christian Gronheit,
undoubtedly saving his life, Frank Wells reached the beach unassisted. Abbott then returned to the
sea in a brave attempt to rescue his shipmate, struggling for his life in the strong current that was
carrying him further and further out to sea. Abbott at first tried to throw Goodman a rope but was
quickly dragged into the surf himself and swept out to sea. Frank Wells also waded into the surf
tried to throw a line to the two struggling sailors, although he ventured further and further out it
was futile as the two unfortunate men continued to be swept away. Goodman was wearing a large
overcoat and heavy boots and soon an exhausted Abbott gave up his valiant rescue attempt and
tried to save himself, but alas this was in vain.
Although by now there were upwards of twenty persons on the beach watching the sad events
unfold, and attempt was made to launch another boat that no sooner was it in the water than it was
thrown onto the beach and badly damaged, all were powerless to render any assistance to the two
sailors.
In due course, Sergeant Henry Goodenough of Bairnsdale directed Constable Richardson to proceed
from Bruthen to the scene and attempt to recover the bodies. Abbott’s body was recovered on
Wednesday about four miles from the scene of the tragedy, and George Goodman’s body several
days later. On Thursday 28 June, Captain James Bull and Benjamin Flack, the only surviving members
of Magnolia ship’s company, together with Christian Gronheit, accompanied George Abbott’s body
to Bairnsdale. It was lodged overnight at the Imperial Hotel. That night, Mr. Goold JP, held a
magisterial inquiry into the cause of death, hearing evidence from Christian Gronheit and Benjamin
Flack concluding:
‘Messrs. Wells, Gronheit and Goodman were the occupants of the swamped boat, but the deceased was not,
he hastening into the water to the assistance of the party who were in the boat. He brought Mr. Gronheit to
shore, and then plunged in again to the rescue of his drowning mate, Goodman, but the latter being hampered
with a large overcoat and heavy boots, the deceased could render no assistance. He then tried to make for the
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shore himself, but exhausted by his efforts to rescue Goodman and the drawback of the water being too
strong for him to contend against, he was carried out to sea, and although desperate efforts were made by
Mr. Wells and others to rescue the two sailors of the Magnolia, Messrs. Abbott and Goodman, they were
unavailing, and the unfortunate men were drowned.’ iv
On the Friday 29 June, George Abbott was buried in Bairnsdale Cemetery. His coffin was covered with the
Union Jack, ‘a fitting tribute to the memory of the deceased, who had met an untimely end in the spring of life
whilst engaged in the heroic act of attempting to rescue a comrade from a watery grave.’v

In early October 1882, George Abbott’s aunt, Mrs A. Abbott of Lancefield, was in receipt of a letter
from Bairnsdale stonemason, Mr W. J. Yates. The latter had written enquiring if the family would like
a headstone to mark George Abbott’s grave. Mrs A. Abbott responded directly to Sergeant
Goodenough. Both she and her husband believed that a tombstone should be erected over her
gallant young nephew’s grave, but as he had lost his life saving those of others, it should be paid for
by public subscription.
“I beg to say it is my humble opinion that a fitting tribute should be raised to the memory of the young hero at
the hands of the public, especially in the locality where the accident took place. If the young fellow had lived,
there is no doubt a suitable testimonial would have been presented to him. Is he less worthy having lost his
life? I would also respectfully suggest a committee to be formed consisting of your worthy self, Captain James
Bull, and Mr. Christian Gronheit, one of the rescued, with anyone else you may think fit to appoint. I would
also suggest that the subscription be no higher than from one shilling to 5 shillings and thereby giving the
sailors an opportunity of responding. Sailors, in general have large hearts and would not object to the small
sum of one shilling for so worthy an object.’vi
Sergeant Goodenough replied,
Bairnsdale, Gippsland, 6th October, 1882.
Madam,

I am in receipt of yours respecting a headstone, &c., to be erected over the remains of your
nephew. I fully concur in your remarks respecting the young hero, who so bravely lost his life. I
will do all in my power to raise a monument to his name. I have sent you the Bairnsdale
papers respecting the same. I shall write to Captain Bull, also to Paynesville, and
Cunninghame, where the poor fellow lost his life.
I am Madam, your most obedient servant,
H. Goodenough. vii
The Bairnsdale Advertiser printed this exchange of letters, and launched a public campaign to raise
the funds necessary to cover the cost of a headstone and railing to appropriately mark the young
hero’s grave. Repeating Mrs Abbott’s sentiments, the paper pointed out that had George Abbott
survived, he would not only have been lauded for his gallant efforts but no doubt also substantially
rewarded. It recalled the memory of the young sailor Tom Pearce, who in 1878 had gallantly rescued
the young Eva Carmichael from the surf following the foundering of the vessel Loch Ard, the memory
of which was still fresh in people’s minds, and asked, ‘had he not been idolised, rewarded with gold
sovereigns and become an international hero?’
A subscription list was immediately opened and members of the public invited to donate between
one and five shillings. The Bairnsdale Advertiser would acknowledge all doners and Sergeant
Goodenough, or a committee should one be formed, would manage the fund.
In Paynesville, Our Correspondent writing the Paynesville Letter in the pages of the Bairnsdale
Advertiser, reported that young Christian Gronheit had raised close to £4 from the fishermen in just
a couple of hours. It was hoped that this amount would increase five times when the list was passed
around in Bairnsdale and elsewhere. Our Correspondent recalled, "We all remember to what a ‘pitch
of excitement the public mind was raised in favour of Tom Pierce (SIC) for his brave rescue in
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connection with the wreck of the Loch Ard….and how he was regarded as a hero amongst men; and
what, I should like to ask, had he done more, or even so much as was done by young Abbott?”viii
In July 1884 there was another fatal boating accident in the same treacherous waters and it brought
back the memories of Abbott’s heroic death on June 25th 1882. Pasquin, writing in the Bairnsdale
Advertiser reflected that, that sad event, “was attended with a display of heroism that drew forth
from us all, at the time, the warmest expressions of admiration. For since the days of the Loch Ard
misadventure, in which young Pearce so nobly distinguished himself, truer valour, probably, had not
been shown on our coasts.’ Pearce had been idolized and richly rewarded, whilst George Abbott,
who sacrificed his life, ‘in an act that was not less chivalrous,’ appeared now to have been forgotten.
Pasquin said that nothing had yet been done to mark Abbott’s grave and concluded that, ‘His was a
noble, a brave act, and it will be a lasting disgrace to this portion of Gippsland if a monument is not
erected over his grave… Is nothing, I repeat, to be done to keep his memory green, or to save us
from the bitter reproach of having so signally failed in so manifestly a public duty? I pause for a
reply‘ix.
In response the paper’s editor confessed that they were unaware that nothing had been done and,
‘There is no monument to denote the mound in our burial ground beneath which the gallant young
man is taking his long rest.’ The editor reminded readers of the public subscription that was started
to raise funds for a suitable monument but confessed it had heard nothing of it for a very long time!
‘The delay which has taken place in this matter is a standing reproach to us as a community, and the
sooner the blot is erased the better for the reputation of the district.’ x
In December of 1884, the Bairnsdale Advertiser reported that Sergeant Goodenough had a total of
£9 10s in the Abbott memorial fund but that if a suitable monument was to be erected to honour the
brave hero, £18 was needed. Members of the community were urged to resume collecting and
forward their donations to Sergeant Goodenough. The paper hoped soon to announce that,
‘although tardily, a suitable recognition of the gallant act of young Abbott has been made by the
public here.’xi
In May 1885, the Bairnsdale Advertiser reported that still no monument had been erected over the
brave Abbott’s grave, ‘We have so repeatedly referred to this subject that we are almost ashamed
to record that such an indifference has been manifested in this matter, or so long a time has been
permitted to elapse without any action in this affair.’It was able to report that Sergeant Goodenough
now had £13 10s towards the cost of the monument but that it would now cost £18 10s. xii The
Cuninghame amateur vocalist, would in all likehood give a concert for the benefit of the Abbott
fund.xiii
Finally, in December 1885, three and a half years after the tragic accident, the Bairnsdale Advertiser
could finally say,
‘Although it has taken so long to do justice to the memory of young Abbott, we are
nevertheless pleased to record that the last resting place of the young sailor is now indicated
by a suitable headstone,….Visitors to the Bairnsdale Cemetery will now perceive that the
grave of the young hero Abbott is suitably surrounded by a headstone, duly recording the act
of bravery by which he sacrificed his life. The stone, which has been erected by public
subscription, was entrusted to Mr W. J. Yates of Bairnsdale, to prepare, and that tradesman
has discharged his duty well, for the monument is an excellent one, and the inscription is
executed in a most workmanlike manner.’xiv
George Abbott’s grave is in the Anglican section of the Bairnsdale Cemetery. Section 19, plot F 10.
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George Abbott was a mariner who lost his life attempting to save the life of his shipmate, after first
saving the life of Paynesville fisherman, Christian Gronheit. In the 1880s, the public honoured his
bravery and personal sacrifice with the erection of a publicly sponsored memorial. Time, strong
winds and perhaps vandals have not been kind. The following inscription adorns George Abbott’s
grave,

A list of property owners in Gippsland’s property appears in the 1885 edition of Middleton and
Maning’s Gippsland Directory. Thirteen fishermen are listed as owning property in Paynesville,
including Christian Gronheit and his father Lawrence.
Christian Gronheit married Paynesville girl Mary Jane Henderson in 1885. Mary Jane was born in
Williamstown in 1863, the child of James and Mary Henderson (nee Murray). James Henderson was
born in Kilrenny, Fife in Scotland in 1830 and married Mary Murray in Williamstown in 1855. He was
a fisherman in Paynesville during the 1880s and 90s and died at his home, Fort King, in May 1902
aged 72. In the 1880s he competed successfully in several Paynesville Easter Regattas in his fishing
boat the Success.
His eldest son, Thomas Donald Henderson, born in Williamstown in 1868, was the treasurer of the
Paynesville Regatta Club Committee in 1891. He married Sarah Wilson from Raymond Island and
their first child was born in Eaglehawk. Following his death in Western Australia in 1901, aged 32,
Mrs. T. D. Henderson returned to Paynesville.
At least one other Paynesville family was in Western Australia at this time. Between 1901 and 1902,
the Reynolds' family was in Busselton, where they built several boats with transom sterns, notably
for the Busselton Ice Works! Did Christian and Mary Gronheit accompany Tom and sister‐in‐law
Sarah (Wilson) to Western Australia? Were they with the Reynold’s family in Busselton? Was this
trip the inspiration to build an ice‐works in Paynesville? Great questions without answers but, in
1898 this advertisment did appear in the newspaper in Fremantle. Perhaps a coincidence, after all
there are bound to have
been other men called
Christian Gronheit?
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Christian and Mary Gronheit had two children, Earnest James, born in Bairnsdale in 1886 and Stella
Thornburn born in Paynesville in 1892.
He was building boats in Paynesville from perhaps as early as the mid‐1880s. Vessels included the
Jeanara, the Ellen and the Veronica.
Just after the turn of the century he established the first ice‐works in Paynesville on his land near the
corner of the Esplanade and Wellington Parade adjacent to the Mechanics’ Hall. In 1904,
‘Christopher’ Gronheit is listed in the Country Directory, as a ’boat builder and ice works.’xv
Water from natural springs was used to make the ice. Exactly when the first ice was made is not
known but it was prior to May, 1903, when "Rambler", writing in the Morwell Times reported, ‘our
stay at Paynesville was short, only a small quantity of cargo, nearly all of which was ice in blocks for
the fishermen at Cunninghame. A plank is laid down, on which the blocks are lifted, and are slid
along by men placed at intervals, by which means the work is expeditious and with few breakages.’xvi
Ice was manufactured using power from an engine to operate a reciprocating ammonia compressor,
ammonia being the refrigerant. Compressed, ammonia turns to gas and emits heat. Condensed, the
hot gas forms a cool but pressurised liquid ammonia. Pressurised liquid ammonia immediately boils,
vaporizes and drops to ‐32 C when depressurised. This occurs when the pressurised liquid ammonia
is drawn by the compressor through a pressure reduction valve into a network of low pressure pipes
circulating in a large tank filled with saltwater. Fresh water, in steel ‘ice block moulds,’ lowered into
the brine tank freezes; fresh water freezing at higher temperature than salt water. The vaporised gas
is then drawn through a second condenser where it is condensed to liquid ammonia liquid and
recompressed.
Sometime between 1903 and 1908, Gronheit sold the ice works to Alfred James Gilsenan and it was
relocated to the Paynesville Wharf, where a large cool room was also attached. It is not known if
Christian Gronheit’s first ice factory had such a facility.

Christian Gronheit built the Jeanara for A. J. Gilsenan in 1908. The Jeanara is still moored in
Paynesville today and is a wonderful memorial to Christian Gronheit and also to the man who saved
his life, George Abbott. It was most likely that she was the last of six or seven boats that he built in
Paynesville. The Jeanara is one of only a handful of boats from the Gippsland Lakes on the Australian
Register of Historic Vessels.
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The 1906, 1909 and 1911 electoral rolls list Christian Gronheit as living in Paynesville giving his
occupation as a carpenter. In the 1910 Australian Directory his occupation is shown as builder,xvii but
in 1911 and 1913 he is again listed as a fisherman. xviii
In July 1912, thirty years after he almost lost his life, Christian Gronheit was again fishing in Lake
Tyers. This time illegally, with William Gronheit and a third man called Stevenson. All three were
charged. Christian Gronheit and Stevenson were each fined £2, whilst William Gronheit,3 who had
been prosecuted five times before for illegal netting, was fined £20.xix
In 1914 Christian and Mary moved to
Williamstown where he worked for
the remainder of his life as a
shipwright. Christian died in
Williamstown in 1932 and Mary in
1949; both are buried in the
Williamstown Cemetery.
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3

William Gronheit was Christian’s brother. Christian also had a nephew, William John who was killed in France in 1917.
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1954 Gold Cup to Hornet
'Seacraft' Reporter
Recently PMM acquired some old issues of Australian boating magazines and amongst the stories was this
report of racing at the Gippsland Lakes Regatta for the Archibald Gold Cup, a trophy which PMM holds in
trust and has on display along with other speedboat trophies of the era.
The Gippsland Lakes Regatta consisted of three days of racing at Paynesville, Metung and finishing with
Lakes Entrance. Leading the handicappers was PMMs own Bryan James.
The importance of the event is emphasised by the boats coming back on January 2 for the run‐off to decide
the winner.

A run‐off was necessary to decide ownership of the R. H. Archibald Gold Cup, contested at the
annual Gippsland Lakes Regatta over the Christmas ‐ New Year holidays.
After three heats 'Hornet' (Bill Mc Leod, Bairnsdale) and 'Cyclone' (Jim Trewin, Orbost) were level on
points, each having scored a first, a third and a fourth. The run‐off, held on Jan. 2, resulted in a
narrow victory for 'Hornet', who pipped 'Cyclone' by two seconds over the six mile course.
The close finish was a triumph for the handicappers, who had penalised the faster 'Hornet' 11
seconds a mile lap. In two of the laps 'Hornet's' time was exactly 11 seconds better than "Cyclone's'
and she clocked 7 min. 47 sec. for the course, averaging 46 m.p.h., as against 'Cyclone's' 8 min. 55
sec. When the total penalty of 66 seconds had been added on, 'Hornet's' time was 8.53 ‐ only two
seconds better than 'Cyclone's'.
Big crowds attended each day of the three day regatta; best attendance was at Paynesville, on
Boxing Day, when 8,000 spectators turned up and gate takings totalled (pounds) 425.
Seacraft Magazine ‐ January 1954
Note: 46 mph (miles per hour) is 80 km/h

Hornet at speed

A seasons trophies won
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Faces and Places ‐ Ivanhoe
Rob Cook
"Faces and Places" is somewhere we can run follow‐up items relating to articles in previous issues of
The PMM Journal. This time we have information arising from Issue 6 and we thank the people
involved for the feedback, it is in this way that we can ensure that the PMM records are the best we
can make them.
The Demise of Ivanhoe: Issue 6 recorded the story of Ivanhoe, the "enlarged" tourist boat and now
we can report that after long service for the Bartons and Ocean Grange that Ivanhoe was stripped
down and employed as a timber barge to carry red gum logs which were cut into slabs and used for
paving the streets of Melbourne. Here she is pictured behind Froud's log barge in the Sale Basin.

In a further snippet of history, PMM member Darren Goodman confirmed that the house Ivanhoe
(believed to be the source of the name for the boat) was indeed located on The Esplanade, between
Main Road and Langford Parade and it was one from the Langford Parade corner. His parents owned
the property and used it as a holiday house up until the 1950s.
We Will Miss Them: Sad to record the passing of two old fishermen, both of whom had been
subjects of stories in The PMM Journal and had been of great assistance in the preparation of
materials for the Journal and for the Museum.
Vale ‐ Roy Smith and Alan Evans.
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Copies of The PMM Journal are available from Paynesville Maritime Museum (www,pmm.org.au) and from
the Paynesville newsagency as well as from the Paynesville Community Craft Centre.
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